Introduction
Web services are autonomous computer programs that can be accessed over internet. They are platform and language independent i.e. they can be installed over any operating system and may be developed in different programming language. The main components of web services architecture are service provider, service requester and service Online book purchase system registry. Service provider implements web services and publishes information required to access those services. Service registry (also called UDDI registry) is used to store this information, any service requester can find information to access a particular web service from this registry.
Reusability is one of the advantages of web services. We can compose two or more web services which already exist; it reduces the efforts of implementing new web services. Sometimes it is necessary to compose two or more web services because a single service is not sufficient for some complex applications. Every web services composition algorithm should be validated before implementation for its correctness. We have used Pi-Calculus [4] for describing and modeling web service composition; for verification process we have used MWB (Mobility Workbench) [6] .
Related Work
In recent years several methods have been used to model web services composition. CCS [7] is used to model concurrent systems, but it cannot be used for mobility. In [8] , a method based on temporal logic of actions (TLA) is proposed. Web services are modeled as automata and described using TLA, then verified using TCL (a model checker of TLA). In [9] , FSM (finite state automata) is used to describe the web service composition and it is translated into programs Described by Promela and finally verified using model checking tool SPIN. In [10] , Colored Petri-nets (CPN) is used; it is similar to Petri-nets with an extra advantage that has programmable elements. We have used Pi-calculus; it is used to model concurrent systems with mobility. In pi-calculus communication links are transferred as names.
Web Service Composition Examples
Online book purchase system a. Description of web service composition The services used by this system are client service, Book shop service, Database service and Delivery service ( fig. 1) . Here x and w are communication links of Client service with Book shop service and Delivery service, respectively. Similarly, y and z are communication links of Book shop service with Database service and delivery service respectively.
First, Client service sends a request to Book Shop service for purchasing a book by specifying required information such as name of book and author's name. Book shop service then sends a lookup message to database service whether the requested book is available or not. Database service sends a message to Book Shop service based on avail-ability of that book.
Figure 1. Web Services Composition Model for Online Book Purchase System
Now Book Shop service replies to Client service about the requested book by sending accept or refuse message. If book is available then it sends accept message otherwise sends refuse message. Now Client service confirms its request by sending a request delivery message. This message contains information about client i.e. address and phone number etc. After receiving this message, Book Shop service invokes delivery service with appropriate information. Delivery service then delivers the book to client and client sends a confirmation message to Book Shop service. For simplicity, we assumed that amount for book is paid at the time of delivery i.e. in person.
The various messages used in this system are described as follows: req : Client service requests for a book. In verification process, we have checked deadlocks for different agents through MWB, it ensures the correctness of web services composition algorithm.
Conclusion
Formal description and verification ensures the correct composition of web services. It also ensures that system works as it is intended such as it can be checked for deadlock freedom. Online book purchase system example has been used to illustrate the modeling of web services composition as well as its verification. This paper formally describes web services composition through Pi-calculus and checks it's correctness with the help of MWB.
